Bandolero Ballast
3. BALLAST: A maximum of two (2) blocks of lead are
permitted on either the left or right sides of the car in the
diagonal position. A maximum of two (2) 12” blocks or four
(4) 6” blocks of lead are permitted on either the left or the
right side of the drivers seat for a total of eight (8) 12” blocks
or a total of four (4) 12” & eight (8) 6” blocks of lead (see
diagram below). There must be an equal number of ballast
on both the right & left sides of the car, of equal weight (the
position of the blocks of lead must be a mirror image from left
to right). For example; if there are two blocks of lead on the
left side of the car, there must also be two blocks of lead on the
right side of the car in the same position of equal amount.
The only permitted sizes of ballast that may be used are
as follows:
1. 12” long x 2-1/2” wide x 1-1/2” deep (aprox. 20 lbs.)
2. 12” long x 2-1/2” wide x ¾ ” deep (aprox. 10 lbs.)
3. 6” long x 2 ½” wide x 1 ½” deep (aprox. 10 lbs.)
4. 6” long x 2 ½” wide x ¾” deep (aprox. 5 lbs.)
5. 12” long x 1 1/4” wide x 1 1/2” deep (approx. 10 lbs)
6. 12” long x 1 1/4” wide x 3/4” deep (approx. 5 lbs)
Mounting Ballast - The blocks of lead must be bolted
directly through the fl oorpan and chassis sub-frame
(square tube) as shown in the diagram. The ballast must
be secured with a minimum of two (2) 3/8” bolts, washers
and locking nuts for each stack of lead. The blocks of lead
may not be stacked higher than 3” from the square tube.
The lead may not be encased in anyway. Ballast may not
be added in any other location or by any other method,
including steel shot or any other material in the frame rails,
roll cage or bumpers. All mounting of the ballast is subject to

If you must mount lead back here
use only 12” blocks and it will
only fit on an angle. You can use
a 10 or 20# block on each side.

This should be your second choice.
You can also mount 80 lbs on the
frame rails as far forward as possible, (2 12” blocks one on top of the
other on each side.

You can mount 80 lbs on the frame
rails as far forward as possible, (2
12” blocks one on top of the other
on each side.

Weight is usually mounted as far forward as possible, especially for a road
course.
The sizes listed in the INEX rulebook must be used. Be sure to use two 3/8”
bolts, washers and locknuts for each stack of lead.
Lead is not cheap, usually about $2 per pound.

